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Let radiation no longer get you out of balance

A LWAYS AN D UBIQ UI TO US

Radiation is everywhere
Electricity has completely changed the way we live and
work. It has permeated every area of our lives. Today, we are
engulfed in Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, microwaves, radio waves, dirty
electricity and other frequencies that congest the airwaves,
causing what is known as 'electrosmog'.
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The level of exposure to electrosmog that is harmful
remains highly debated. However, numerous studies
have provided sufficient data to support the conclusion
that electrosmog does have an effect on our lives and
health.
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E L E C T ROS MO G IS E VE RY W H ER E

Possible negative health effects
One effect of Electrosmog is
that it reduces the production of
Melatonin, a hormone that tells
our body when it’s time to sleep.
It may be no surprise to learn that
in recent decades, the number of
people with sleep disorders has
risen tremendously!
However, it is also assumed that
radiation is the basis for life
threatening diseases, depression,
nervousness, fatigue and other
sleep related disorders.
Knowing how the human body
functions, will help us to better
understand - and deal with - the
effects of electrosmog.
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SHORT TERM EFFECTS

Anxiety
Depression
Stress/Fatigue
Sleep disorder
Insomnia
Nervousness
Concentration problems
Muscular fitness
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LONG TERM EFFECTS
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Sexual disorder
Skin disorders
Chronic fatigue
Digestive disorders
Food intolerances
Life-threathening diseases
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A LWAYS U N D E R C UR R ENT

The body as a bioelectric system
Our body's nervous system and organs
works with organized bio-electronical
mechanisms. A communication
network between the trillions of cells.

This is why we can conclude that electrical disturbance is
the first phase of a disease: it can cause incorrect passing of
information and hinders the good communication between
our cells. As such, it forms the very basis of disorder itself.

Our body consumes energy, produces heat and
emits electromagnetic radiation. Simultaneously,
it also suffers from environmental electromagnetic
interference, to which it resists and adapts itself.

Our skin plays a crucial role here, because it serves as a
touch screen through which bio-electrical signals are
transmitted from the outside to the inside and vice versa.
This principle relates to the acupuncture: every point of
the skin is related to a body function, body tissue or a part
of an internal organ.

In defending itself, it is fatigued by alterations that
contribute to the development of various typical
disorders and symptoms. BioTune acts as a passive
sensor, able to recognize and interact with body
radiation. As such, it helps to keep the electromagnetic
balance and prevent disorders.
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Img. 1

BIOTUNE GETS YOU BACK I N BAL A N C E

Electrosmog can disturb this energy
and so the regular irradiation of the body.
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1
The human body consumes
energy and dissipates heat
as electromagnetic radiation.

When our energy level is instantly altered
by electrosmog, Biotune (thanks to the
diffusion of proportional wavelengths) is
able to instantly keep the right energy
level, in balance.
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This energy can be measured
indirectly through acupuncture
points on our skin.

The Biotune fabric senses the electromagnetic energy of the body and
spreads a proportional signal with
wavelengths to keep this normal level.
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How it works
Intensive research led to
the development of Biotune,
a revolutionary fabric that
reinforces our resistance to
electromagnetic pollution.
Biotune is a fabric based on BioSynt* technology. This
technology allows the storing of information in the
crystalline structure of conductive materials such
as yarns. In case of exposure to electromagnetic
fields, Biotune regulates and sychronizes the tuning
of the electromagnetic activity of the body and
so creates the conditions for the maintenance of
normal communication between the body's cells.
In the illustration on the left, we clarify the working
principle.
(*) BioSynt is a trademark of Full Waves srl.
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RE G A IN YO U R B A LA N CE W H ILE YOU SLEEP

Tested
and approved

Symtoms measuered

Biotune mattress fabric helps to neutralize the
effects of radiation. In specific tests, conducted
on the quality of sleep after only one week of use,
the trend found was:

•	A considerable reduction in WASO
(interruption of the sleep)

•	Increased sleep efficiency
BEFORE

AFTER

Img. 2 — Comparison test measuring the total number
of Electrosmog effects before and after using BioSynt.
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The graph (Img. 2) shows the result of a
comparison test that was performed on a group of
300 volunteers. After a trial period of
3 weeks, the test showed a significant reduction in
perceived electrosmog symptoms of over 60%.
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The benefits in a nutshell
v

✓
✓
✓

 void chronic fatigue
A
and easy tiring
Better concentration
More restful sleep

✓
✓
✓

Falling asleep more quickly
Improved digestion
Feeling more relaxed

✓
✓
✓

Less visual fatigue
Fewer migraine
Less irritability

Europe | Italy
Stellini Srl
T +39 0331 072501
info@stellinigroup.com

Europe | Spain
Stellini Iberica
T +34 963 213 340
iberica@stellinigroup.com

Russia
Stellini.RU
T + 7 4932932 969
infoweb@stellinigroup.ru

USA
CT Nassau Mattress Tape
T +1 336 570 0091
salesmgt@ctnassau.com

South America | Argentina
Jacquard Textile South America
T +54 11 4238-2451
administracion@jacquard-textile.ar

Asia | China
Jacquard Textile Ltd.
T +86 15989 517 319
shine@jacquard-textile.com

Asia | Thailand
Jacquard Textile (Asia) Ltd.
T +66 32 446 864
sales@jacquard-textile.com

Asia | India
Jacquard Fabrics India
+91 98659 35935
mail@jacquardfabrics.in
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More information,
info@stellinigroup.com
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